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Texts for Question 1

Text A

Two children are playing with play dough at a table.  They are assisted by a teacher. 
Jack is aged 4 years and 5 months.  Chloe is aged 4 years and 4 months.

Key: (.) indicates a normal pause.
Numbers within brackets indicate length of pause in seconds.
Other contextual information is in italics in square brackets.

Teacher: what are you making
Chloe: reindeers
Teacher: make some for me then
Chloe: [shakes head] I’ve got to roll it (3.0) I I can make two
Teacher: I’ll roll this bit out
Chloe: Ella (.) Ella May’s not back for the party
Teacher: pardon
Chloe: Ella May’s not back to the party
Teacher: isn’t she here today
Chloe: [shakes head] she’ll miss the party
Teacher: she will
Jack: can I have that after you
Chloe: they are my reindeers
Teacher: how about you have one each
Chloe: there’s a reindeer
Teacher: do you want that one
Jack: I want a big one
Teacher: how about you have a big one and a little one and let Jack have a big one
Jack: can I have that thingy
Teacher: you want to borrow the knife [to Chloe] are you still using the knife
Chloe: [nods head]
Teacher: how about this (.) that’s a knife as well
Jack: I want that one
Teacher: okay (.) well when you’re finished you can give it to Jack (.) yes
Jack: it’s not getting one
Teacher: pardon
Jack: it’s not getting one
Chloe: do you want to make a necklace
Teacher: yes
Chloe: come and make one
Teacher: yes
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Text B

The children are sitting at a table which has a model igloo with models of Inuit people, sledges and
husky dogs.  Jack is 4 years and 5 months.  Dylan is aged 3 years and 11 months.  Wilson is 3 years
and 3 months.  Luke is 2 years and 10 months.

Key: (.) indicates a normal pause.
Numbers within brackets indicate length of pause in seconds.
Other contextual information is in italics in square brackets.

Teacher: what are you making Dylan (.) who have you got in your igloo
Dylan: nobody
Teacher: there’s nobody in there
Dylan: just let me (2.0) get off the igloo (.) get off
Teacher: he’s not hurting sweetie (.) he’s just having a peek through the chimney (1.0) what’s

through the chimney
Dylan: he’s hurting my fingers
Teacher: move them out of the way then
Luke: I want to have a go in there
Teacher: Dylan (.) when you lift that up you have to be careful you don’t squash anybody’s

fingers
Wilson: fire
Jack: there’s a brick inside
Teacher: is there a brick inside
Dylan: look the igloo’s falling
Teacher: leave the igloo like that (.) let’s lift the top off so that everyone can see what’s

inside
Dylan: well that’s a bed
Jack: it can’t it can’t be a bed
Teacher: why can’t it be a bed Jack
Jack: because it’s a brick
Teacher: Dylan is pretending I think
Wilson: fire
Dylan: [nods] that’s the pillow
Wilson: look a fire
Teacher: Wilson (.) mind your arm (.) let’s put some people through (2.0) where are you

going on the sleigh
Wilson: a fire
Dylan: to the igloo in the igloo
Luke: I’ve got reindeer (2.0) hello help get in agh
Dylan: snow can’t go in the igloo
Teacher: the floor is made of snow Dylan
Luke: help help in the door
Teacher: what’s the door made out of Dylan
Dylan: sorage
Teacher: sorage
Dylan: it’s like an onion
Teacher: it’s made out of a material called leather
Jack: don’t just put it round to you
Teacher: no you need to share (.) what’s the big reindeer going on top Luke
Dylan: he can’t go in there
Jack: no it’s too small
Luke: that’s the daddy reindeer
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Texts for Question 2

Text C

Text D
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Text E

Text F

Text G
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Text for Question 3

Text H
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Text H, contd.
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Texts for Question 4

Text I
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Text J

END  OF  TEXTS
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Text J cannot be reproduced here due to third-party copyright constraints.



There are no texts printed on this page
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